
About VAM USA
Headquartered in Houston, Texas, VAM USA, the leading supplier of premium threaded connections for the oil and gas industry in the USA, continuously extends its product 
offerings in response to the fast-growing demand for premium connections, and provides today a complete set of solutions to both the Shale Plays and the Gulf of Mexico. VAM 
USA product lines include Threaded and Coupled, Flush and Semi Flush integral joints for carbon, alloy, and stainless steel tubing and casing, that meet or exceed the technical 
requirements of the energy industry. VAM USA performs on-site product development and qualification tests at its own state of the art Connection Technology Center, and offers 
extensive field service and technical services in support of projects across North America.
VAM USA is a joint venture company between Vallourec, Nippon Steel & Sumitomo Metal Corporation, and Sumitomo Corporation.
While affiliated with Vallourec, VAM USA is a separate operating entity from Vallourec Star, a seamless pipe manufacturer with facilities in Youngstown (OH), Houston (TX), and 
Muskogee (OK).

VAM® is a registered trademark of Vallourec Oil & Gas France.  Contact info.vus-na@vallourec.com

VAM USA, LLC
MAIN OFFICE AND PLANT:  19210 E. Hardy Road • Houston, TX 77073
PHONE  281 821 5510                                                FAX  281 821 7760

Frontier Tubular Solutions Licensed to Thread DWC/C™  
to Support SCOOP/STACK Play

HOUSTON–NOVEMBER 28, 2016–A new VAM® connection repair and threading resource is now available 
to operators in the Mid Continent. Frontier Tubular Solutions located in Edmond, Oklahoma was recently 
added to the vast network of VAM® licensees in North America. The company is able to repair DWC/C™ 
and DWC/C IS PLUS™ , and provide threading on accessories. Thanks to this new skilled local resource, 
operators in the area will not need to ship pipe to Houston to repair DWC/C™, saving time and money.

Recently the licensee network was expanded in 
the nearby Permian providing the local support 
that operators need for their VAM® premium 
connection accessories and repairs.

DWC/C™ is the semi premium reference in 
the industry, and the connection of choice for 
production casing with high torque capacities.
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